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SLYTECH 2ND SKIN™ XT
TRADITIONAL BACK PROTECTORS
HARD SHELL

SOFT FOAM
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Our protectors intelligently and
progressively adapt to the different
energies and speeds of impact to
always provide complete protection.

Our protectors are completely
Formamide free, non-allergenic and
don’t contain harmful substances.

Our protectors are designed to return
to their original shape after every
impact to effectively absorb new
blows.

To simulate conditions typical of
winter sports, our protectors are also
tested at -20°C.

Force transmitted
to the body [kN]

CE EN 1621-2 LEVEL 1 LIMIT FORCE [18kN]

SLYTECH NOSHOCK™
Traditional Level 2 Soft Protector
Traditional Level 1 Soft Protector
Traditional Hard Shell Protector
DANGER Sharp Acceleration Zone:
WHERE BONES BREAK

CE EN 1621-2 LEVEL 2 LIMIT FORCE [9kN]

Time
[milliseconds]

COMFORT

SAFETY

BREATHABILITY LIGHTWEIGHT

Patent pending honeycomb cone structure that further increases the performance of both safety and comfort of our proprietary
Slytech 2ND SKiN™ XT foam, reduces weight and promotes ventilation.
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Force transmitted
to the body [kN]

SLYTECH FLEXI

CE EN 1621-2 LEVEL 1 LIMIT FORCE [18kN]

SLYTECH FLEXI™
Traditional Level 2 Soft Protector
Traditional Level 1 Soft Protector
Traditional Hard Shell Protector
DANGER Sharp Acceleration Zone:
WHERE BONES BREAK

CE EN 1621-2 LEVEL 2 LIMIT FORCE [9kN]

Time
[milliseconds]

COMFORT

SAFETY

LOW PROFILE

LIGHTWEIGHT

Exceptionally thin, flexible, and light, the protective element features a hexagon
pattern that enables it to mold to your skin and match every move you make.
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COMPARISON CHART
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SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON combines carbon fiber technology
with our SLYTECH SHIELD material to obtain extraordinarily durable, lightweight and stiff shells.

SLYTECH MULTI DN technology with ribs designed to boost
gate-clearing speed by limiting the contact surface and minimizing energy absorption on impacts.

SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON features NOFRICTION PTFE technology that drastically reduces friction between the gate and
the guard. The embedded Teflon® (PTFE) in the blend lubricates
the impact with the gate and boosts speed.

SLYTECH SHIELD is SLYTECH engineered material made with
the most advanced technopolymers making it extremely stable
and durable, both at low and warm temperatures. It also features NOFRICTION technology additives that minimize friction
between the shell and the gate limiting speed loss.
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SLYTECH SIZE CHARTS
How to choose the right size for JACKETS, SHORTS, ETC.:
S

M

L

XL

EU/cm

US/inch

EU/cm

US/inch

EU/cm

US/inch

EU/cm

US/inch

EU/cm

US/inch

EU/cm

US/inch

Body Length

–

–

51-53

20-21

53-56

21-22

56-58

22-23

58-61

23-24

61-64

24-25

Arm Length

–

–

67-70

26.5-27.5

70-72

27.528.5

72-75

28.529.5

75-77

29.530.5

77-80

30.531.5

Waist Circumference

–

–

71-76

28-30

76-81

30-32

81-86

32-34

86-92

34-36

92-97

36-38

Hip Circumference

62-65

24.5-25.5

65-74

25.5-29

79-84

31-33

84-89

33-35

89-94

35-37

94-99

37-39

Leg Circumference

28-38

11-15

28-38

11-15

38-43

15-17

43-48

17-19

48-53

19-21

53-58

21-23

Biceps Circumference

25-27

9.5-10.5

25-27

9.5-10.5

27-29

10.511.5

27-29

10.511.5

29-32

11.512.5

29-32

11.512.5

Forearm Circumference

17-20

7-8

17-20

7-8

20-23

8-9

20-23

8-9

23-25

9-10

23-25

9-10

10 cm/3.93 In Above Knee
Cap Circumference

28-33

11-13

28-33

11-13

33-38

13-15

33-38

13-15

38-43

15-17

38-43

15-17

Calf Circumference

30-32

11.5-12.5

30-32

11.5-12.5

32-34

12.513.5

32-34

12.513.5

34-37

13.514.5

34-37

13.514.5

Hand
Circumference

Forearm
Circumference

Biceps
Circumference

How to choose the right size for BACKPROTECTORS:
20 kg

30 kg

40 kg

50 kg

25 cm / 100 cm*

XXS

XXS

28 cm / 110 cm*

XXS

XXS

XS

30 cm / 120 cm*

XXS

XS

XS

XS

XS

60 kg

70kg

80 kg

90 kg

100 kg

110 kg

W-S Length/Height

W-S Length/Height

33 cm / 130 cm*

9.85 in / 39.4 in
11.0 in / 43.3 in
11.8 in / 47.3 in

XS

S

S

35 cm / 140 cm*

S

S

S

38 cm / 150 cm*

S

S

S

S

40 cm / 160 cm*

S

S

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

L

L

L

L

L

L

XL

17.7 in / 70.9 in

48 cm / 190 cm*

XL

XL

XL

XL

18.9 in / 74.9 in

50 cm / 200 cm*

XL

XL

XL

XL

19.7 in / 78.8 in

176 lbs

198 lbs

220
lbs

242 lbs

43 cm / 170 cm*

13.0 in / 51.2 in
13.8 in / 55.2 in

45 cm / 180 cm*

Weight

44 lbs

66 lbs

88 lbs

110 lbs

Arm Lenght
Body Lenght

Weight

W-S Lenght

Measurement Unit

XS

Hand Lenght

XXS

132 lbs

15.0 in / 59.1 in

154 lbs

Waist
Circumference

15.8 in / 63.0 in
16.9 in / 67.0 in

*Height calculated as approximately 4 times W-S Length

Hip
Circumference

Leg
Circumference
10 cm Above Knee
Cap Circumference

How to choose the right size for GLOVES:
XS

S

M

L

Calf
Circumference

XL

Measurement Unit

EU/cm

US/inch

EU/cm

US/inch

EU/cm

US/inch

EU/cm

US/inch

EU/cm

US/inch

Hand Circumference

15-17

6-6.5

18-19

7-7.5

20-22

8-8.5

23-24

9-9.5

25-27

10-10.5

Hand Length

15-17

6-6.5

18-19

7-7.5

20-22

8-8.5

23-24

9-9.5

25-27

10-10.5
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BACK PROTECTORS
BACK PROTECTOR NOSHOCK LITE

BACK PROTECTOR NOSHOCK NAKED

VEST NOSHOCK

++SIZES: S, M, L, XL
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT
++CERTIFICATIONS: EN 1621-2 Level 2 FB (MOTORBIKE FULL BACK
PROTECTORS)
++BELT: 3 POINTS BELT
++BACKPROTECTOR LENGTH: 54.5 cm (SIZE M)

++SIZES: S, M, L, XL
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT
++CERTIFICATIONS: EN 1621-2 Level 2 FB (MOTORBIKE FULL BACK
PROTECTORS)
++BELT: 3 POINTS BELT
++BACKPROTECTOR LENGTH: 54.5 cm (SIZE M)

++SIZES: S, M, L, XL
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT
++CERTIFICATIONS: EN 1621-2 Level 2 FB (MOTORBIKE FULL BACK
PROTECTORS)
++BELT: ADJUSTABLE VELCRO BELT
++BACKPROTECTOR LENGTH: 54.5 cm (SIZE M)

code: YNSBPLF

code: YNSBPNF

code: YNSVSPF

Patent pending honeycomb cone structure that further increases
the performance of both safety and comfort of our proprietary
Slytech 2ND SKiN™ XT foam, reduces weight and promotes
ventilation.

Patent pending honeycomb cone structure that further increases
the performance of both safety and comfort of our proprietary
Slytech 2ND SKiN™ XT foam, reduces weight and promotes
ventilation.

Patent pending honeycomb cone structure that further increases
the performance of both safety and comfort of our proprietary
Slytech 2ND SKiN™ XT foam, reduces weight and promotes
ventilation.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Tested at -20°
+ Toxic free
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+ Grip-on strap
+ Flowmesh
+ Belt connectors

+ 3points belt

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Tested at -20°
+ Toxic free

+ Grip-on strap
+ Belt connectors
+ 3points belt

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Tested at -20°
+ Toxic free

+ Belt connector
+ Zip-out
+ Expander
+ Flowmesh
+ Fitting technology

BACK PROTECTORS
VEST NOSHOCK WOMEN

BACK PROTECTOR FLEXI LITE

VEST FLEXI

++SIZES: S, M, L
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT
++CERTIFICATIONS: EN 1621-2 Level 2 FB (MOTORBIKE FULL BACK
PROTECTORS)
++BELT: 3 POINTS BELT
++BACKPROTECTOR LENGTH: 54.5 cm (SIZE M)

++SIZES: S, M, L, XL
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT
++CERTIFICATIONS: EN 1621-2 Level 1 CB (MOTORBIKE CENTRAL
BACK PROTECTORS)
++BELT: ADJUSTABLE VELCRO BELT
++BACKPROTECTOR LENGTH: 54.5 cm (SIZE M)

++SIZES: S, M, L, XL
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT
++CERTIFICATIONS: EN 1621-2 Level 1 CB (MOTORBIKE CENTRAL
BACK PROTECTORS)
++BACKPROTECTOR LENGTH: 54.5 cm (SIZE M)

code: YNSVSWF

code: YXTBFLH

code: YXTVFTH

Patent pending honeycomb cone structure that further increases
the performance of both safety and comfort of our proprietary
Slytech 2ND SKiN™ XT foam, reduces weight and promotes
ventilation.

Exceptionally thin, flexible, and light, the protective element
features a hexagon pattern that enables it to mold to your skin
and match every move you make.

Exceptionally thin, flexible, and light, the protective element
features a hexagon pattern that enables it to mold to your skin
and match every move you make.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

Our proprietary foam provides
protection and unparalleled comfort.

Our proprietary foam provides
protection and unparalleled comfort.

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Tested at -20°
+ Toxic free

+ 3points belt
+ Zip-out
+ Expander
+ Flowmesh
+ Fitting technology

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Hardware free
+ Tested at -20°

+ Toxic free
+ Zip-out
+ Flowmesh

simultaneously

+ Grip-on straps

superior

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Hardware free
+ Tested at -20°

+ Toxic free
+ Zip-out
+ Flowmesh

simultaneously

superior

+ Fitting technology
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BACK PROTECTORS
BACK PROTECTOR FLEXI LITE WOMEN

VEST FLEXI MINI

BACK PROTECTOR ONE LITE HARLAUT

++SIZES: S, M, L
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT
++CERTIFICATIONS: EN 1621-2 Level 1 CB (MOTORBIKE CENTRAL
BACK PROTECTORS)
++BELT: ADJUSTABLE VELCRO BELT
++BACKPROTECTOR LENGTH: 54.5 cm (SIZE M)

++SIZES: XXS, XS.
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT
++CERTIFICATIONS: EN 1621-2 Level 1 CB (MOTORBIKE CENTRAL
BACK PROTECTORS)
++BACKPROTECTOR LENGTH: 41,5 cm (SIZE XS)

++SIZES: S, M, L, XL
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH one
++CERTIFICATIONS: EN 1621-2 Level 2 CB (MOTORBIKE CENTRAL
BACK PROTECTORS)
++BELT: ADJUSTABLE VELCRO BELT
++BACKPROTECTOR LENGTH: 56 cm (SIZE M)

code: YXTBFWH

code: YXTVFMH

code: YNEBPLG

Exceptionally thin, flexible, and light, the protective element
features a hexagon pattern that enables it to mold to your skin
and match every move you make.

Exceptionally thin, flexible, and light, the protective element
features a hexagon pattern that enables it to mold to your skin
and match every move you make.

Direct derivativee of our proprietary Slytech 2ND SKiN™ XT
foam that provides safety and comfort without breaking the bank.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our proprietary foam provides
protection and unparalleled comfort.

Our proprietary foam provides
protection and unparalleled comfort.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Hardware free
+ Tested at -20°
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+ Toxic free
+ Zip-out
+ Flowmesh

simultaneously

+ Grip-on straps

superior

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Hardware free
+ Tested at -20°

+ Toxic free
+ Fitting technology

simultaneously

superior

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Rental OK
+ Toxic free

+ Tested at -10°C
+ Belt connector
+ Zip-out

BACK PROTECTORS
BACK PROTECTOR ONE NAKED

VEST ONE

BACK PROTECTOR ONE MINI

++SIZES: S, M, L, XL
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH one
++CERTIFICATIONS: EN 1621-2 Level 2 CB (MOTORBIKE CENTRAL
BACK PROTECTORS)
++BELT: ADJUSTABLE VELCRO BELT
++BACKPROTECTOR LENGTH: 56 cm (SIZE M)

++SIZES: S, M, L, XL
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH one
++CERTIFICATIONS: EN 1621-2 Level 2 CB (MOTORBIKE CENTRAL
BACK PROTECTORS)
++BELT: ADJUSTABLE VELCRO BELT
++BACKPROTECTOR LENGTH: 56 cm (SIZE M)

++SIZES: XXS, XS
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH one
++CERTIFICATIONS: EN 1621-2 Level 2 CB (MOTORBIKE CENTRAL
BACK PROTECTORS)
++BELT: ADJUSTABLE VELCRO BELT
++BACKPROTECTOR LENGTH: 41.5 cm (SIZE XS)

code: YNEBPNF

code: YNEVSPF

code: YNEBPJF

Direct derivativee of our proprietary Slytech 2ND SKiN™ XT
foam that provides safety and comfort without breaking the bank.

Direct derivativee of our proprietary Slytech 2ND SKiN™ XT
foam that provides safety and comfort without breaking the bank.

Direct derivativee of our proprietary Slytech 2ND SKiN™ XT
foam that provides safety and comfort without breaking the bank.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Rental OK
+ Toxic free

+ Belt connector
+ Tested at -10°C

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Rental OK
+ Toxic free

+ Fitting technology
+ Tested at -10°C

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Rental OK
+ Toxic free

+ Tested at -10°C
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BACK PROTECTORS
VEST ONE MINI

BACK PROTECTOR SPARE BELT

BACK PROTECTOR SPARE 3points BELT

sizes: S, M, L, XL

sizes: S, M, L, XL

code: YSPBXBC

code: YSPBNBF

Suites all backprotectors

++SIZES: XXS, XS
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH one
++CERTIFICATIONS: EN 1621-2 Level 2 CB (MOTORBIKE CENTRAL
BACK PROTECTORS)
++BELT: ADJUSTABLE VELCRO BELT
++BACKPROTECTOR LENGTH: 41.5 cm (SIZE XS)
code: YNEVPJF
Direct derivativee of our proprietary Slytech 2ND SKiN™ XT
foam that provides safety and comfort without breaking the bank.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.
Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Rental OK
+ Toxic free
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+ Fitting technology
+ Tested at -10°C

Suites all backprotectors

PROTECTIVE BACKPACKS
PROTECTIVE BACKPACK 25l

PROTECTIVE BACKPACK 10l

++VOLUME: 25l
++DIMENSIONS: 32 cm x 56 cm x 20 cm
++SIZE OF THE BACKPROTECTOR: ONE SIZE FITS ALL
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT
++CERTIFICATIONS: EN 1621-2 Level 1 (MOTORBIKE FULL BACK
PROTECTORS)

++VOLUME: 10l
++DIMENSIONS: 29 cm x 53 cm x 12 cm
++SIZE OF THE BACKPROTECTOR: ONE SIZE FITS ALL
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT
++CERTIFICATIONS: EN 1621-2 Level 1 (MOTORBIKE FULL BACK
PROTECTORS)

code: YXTPKPDL

code: YXTPKPDS
This backpack is compatible with zip-on avalanche Air-Bag
System self-rescue technology.

To simulate conditions typical of winter sports, our protectors
are also tested at -20°C.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our proprietary foam provides simultaneously superior
protection and unparalleled comfort.

Our proprietary foam provides simultaneously superior
protection and unparalleled comfort.

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Toxic free
+ Tested at -20°

+ Zip-out

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Toxic free
+ Zip-out
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BODY PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE PANTS NOSHOCK

PROTECTIVE SHORTS NOSHOCK

ELBOW PADS NOSHOCK LITE

++SIZES: S, M, L, XL
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT

++SIZES: S, M, L, XL
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT

++SIZES: S/M, L/XL
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT
++FRONT PANEL: ARMORTEX®
++CERTIFICATION: EN 1621-1 Level 1 (MOTORBIKE LIMB JOINT
PROTECTORS)

code: YNSLJPH

code: YNSSHPF

code: YNSEPLG

Patent pending honeycomb cone structure that further increases
the performance of both safety and comfort of our proprietary
Slytech 2ND SKiN™ XT foam, reduces weight and promotes
ventilation.

Patent pending honeycomb cone structure that further increases
the performance of both safety and comfort of our proprietary
Slytech 2ND SKiN™ XT foam, reduces weight and promotes
ventilation.

Patent pending honeycomb cone structure that further increases
the performance of both safety and comfort of our proprietary
Slytech 2ND SKiN™ XT foam, reduces weight and promotes
ventilation.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Toxic free
+ Fitting technology
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+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Toxic free
+ Fitting technology

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Toxic free
+ Fitting technology

+ Expander
+ Bomb proof

BODY PROTECTION
KNEE PADS NOSHOCK LITE

PROTECTIVE SHORTS NOSHOCK MINI

PROTECTIVE JACKET NOSHOCK RACE

++SIZES: S/M, L/XL
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT
++FRONT PANEL: ARMORTEX®
++CERTIFICATION: EN 1621-1 Level 1 (MOTORBIKE LIMB JOINT
PROTECTORS)

++SIZES: XXS, XS
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT

++SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT

code: YNSKPLG

code: YNSSHMG

code: YNSSPRH

Patent pending honeycomb cone structure that further increases
the performance of both safety and comfort of our proprietary
Slytech 2ND SKiN™ XT foam, reduces weight and promotes
ventilation.

Patent pending honeycomb cone structure that further increases
the performance of both safety and comfort of our proprietary
Slytech 2ND SKiN™ XT foam, reduces weight and promotes
ventilation.

Patent pending honeycomb cone structure that further increases
the performance of both safety and comfort of our proprietary
Slytech 2ND SKiN™ XT foam, reduces weight and promotes
ventilation.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Toxic free
+ Fitting technology

+ Expander
+ Bomb proof

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Toxic free
+ Fitting technology

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Toxic free
+ Fitting technology
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GLOVES
PROTECTIVE JACKET XT RACE MINI

GLOVES FORTRESS ALL MTN

MITTENS FORTRESS ALL MTN

++SIZES: XXS, XS
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT

++SIZE: S, M, L, XL
++MATERIALS: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT
++HAND PROTECTION TYPE: FINGERS

++SIZE: S, M, L, XL
++MATERIALS: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT
++HAND PROTECTION TYPE: MITTS

code black: YXTFPFF
code midnight: YXTFPFH11
code martial: YXTFPFH12

code black: YXTFPMF
code midnight: YXTFPMH11
code martial: YXTFPMH12

code: YXTSPRH
Our proprietary foam provides
protection and unparalleled comfort.

superior

Our proprietary foam provides
protection and unparalleled comfort.

simultaneously

superior

Our proprietary foam provides
protection and unparalleled comfort.

simultaneously

superior

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Toxic free
+ Fitting technology
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simultaneously

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Nose wipe
+ Super Tacky palm

+ Toxic free
+ Primaloft
+ Touch screen

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Nose wipe
+ Super Tacky palm

+ Toxic free
+ Primaloft
+ Touch screen

GLOVES
GLOVES FORTRESS ALL MTN D-LUX

GLOVES 3in1 FORTRESS BACKCOUNTRY BLACK

MITTENS FORTRESS RACE

++SIZE: S, M, L, XL
++MATERIALS: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT
++HAND PROTECTION TYPE: FINGERS

++SIZE: S, M, L, XL
++MATERIALS: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT
++HAND PROTECTION TYPE: 3 in 1

++SIZE: XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL
++MATERIALS: SLYTECH 2ND SKiN™ XT
++HAND PROTECTION TYPE: MITTS

code shrasta: YXTFPFH13
code whiteout: YXTFPFH14
code skyward: YXTFPFH15

code: YXTFPWF

code midnight: YXTFRMF
code trooper: YXTFRMH11
code needmoresnow: YXTFRMH12

Our proprietary foam provides
protection and unparalleled comfort.

simultaneously

superior

Our proprietary foam provides
protection and unparalleled comfort.

simultaneously

superior

Our proprietary foam provides
protection and unparalleled comfort.

simultaneously

superior

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Nose wipe
+ Super Tacky palm

+ Toxic free
+ Primaloft

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Nose wipe
+ Super Tacky palm

+ Toxic free
+ Primaloft
+ Touch screen

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Nose wipe
+ Super Tacky palm

+ Toxic free
+ Primaloft
+ SuperFabric
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GLOVES
MITTENS FORTRESS

MITTENS FORTRESS MINI

++SIZE: XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL
++MATERIALS: SLYTECH ONE
++HAND PROTECTION TYPE: MITTS

++SIZE: XXS, XS
++MATERIALS: SLYTECH ONE
++HAND PROTECTION TYPE: MITTS

code black: YNEFRMF
code neon green: YNEFRMH11
code white: YNEFRMH12

code Wee midnight: YNEFMMH11
code Wee green: YNEFMMH12
code Wee pink: YNEFMMH13

Our proprietary foam provides
protection and unparalleled comfort.

superior

Our proprietary foam provides
protection and unparalleled comfort.

simultaneously

superior

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Our protectors intelligently and progressively adapt to the
different energies and speeds of impact to always provide
complete protection.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

Hard plastic can cause injury, even if it’s only a strap adjuster.
We chose to eliminate any possible hard plastic components from
our products.

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Nose wipe
+ Super Tacky palm
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simultaneously

+ Toxic free

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Nose wipe
+ Super Tacky palm

+ Toxic free

GUARDS
ARM GUARDS CARBON (S)

ARM GUARDS CARBON (M)

ARM GUARDS CARBON (L)

++SIZE: S
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON
++LENGHT: 25 cm / 9.8 In

++SIZE: M
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON
++LENGHT: 27,5 cm / 10.8 In

++SIZE: L
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON
++LENGHT: 30,5 cm / 12 In

code: YSCFAGH11S

code: YSCFAGH11STD

code: YSCFAGH11XTD

NOFRICTION PTFE

SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON combines carbon fiber technology
with our SLYTECH SHIELD material to obtain extraordinarily
durable, lightweight and stiff shells.

SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON combines carbon fiber technology
with our SLYTECH SHIELD material to obtain extraordinarily
durable, lightweight and stiff shells.

SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON combines carbon fiber technology
with our SLYTECH SHIELD material to obtain extraordinarily
durable, lightweight and stiff shells.

SLYTECH MULTI DN technology with ribs designed to boost
gate-clearing speed by limiting the contact surface and
minimizing energy absorption on impacts.

SLYTECH MULTI DN technology with ribs designed to boost
gate-clearing speed by limiting the contact surface and
minimizing energy absorption on impacts.

SLYTECH MULTI DN technology with ribs designed to boost
gate-clearing speed by limiting the contact surface and
minimizing energy absorption on impacts.

SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON features NOFRICTION PTFE
technology that drastically reduces friction between the gate
and the guard. The embedded TeflonR (PTFE) in the blend
lubricates the impact with the gate and boosts speed.

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Anatomical shape
+ Slygrip foam

+ Ready-on straps

NOFRICTION PTFE

SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON features NOFRICTION PTFE
technology that drastically reduces friction between the gate
and the guard. The embedded TeflonR (PTFE) in the blend
lubricates the impact with the gate and boosts speed.

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Anatomical shape
+ Slygrip foam

+ Ready-on straps

NOFRICTION PTFE

SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON features NOFRICTION PTFE
technology that drastically reduces friction between the gate
and the guard. The embedded TeflonR (PTFE) in the blend
lubricates the impact with the gate and boosts speed.

+ ALSO FEATURING:

+ Ready-on straps

+ Anatomical shape
+ Slygrip foam
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GUARDS
SHIN GUARDS CARBON (M)

SHIN GUARDS CARBON (L)

SHIN GUARDS CARBON (PRO)

327,5 mm
++SIZE: M
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON
++LENGHT: 38 cm / 15 In

++SIZE: L
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON
++LENGHT: 42 cm / 16.5 In

++SIZE: PRO
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON
++LENGHT: 43 cm / 17 In

code: YSCSHGH11STD

code: YSCSHGH11XTD

code: YSCSHGH11PRO

NOFRICTION PTFE

SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON combines carbon fiber technology
with our SLYTECH SHIELD material to obtain extraordinarily
durable, lightweight and stiff shells.

SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON combines carbon fiber technology
with our SLYTECH SHIELD material to obtain extraordinarily
durable, lightweight and stiff shells.

SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON combines carbon fiber technology
with our SLYTECH SHIELD material to obtain extraordinarily
durable, lightweight and stiff shells.

SLYTECH MULTI DN technology with ribs designed to boost
gate-clearing speed by limiting the contact surface and
minimizing energy absorption on impacts.

SLYTECH MULTI DN technology with ribs designed to boost
gate-clearing speed by limiting the contact surface and
minimizing energy absorption on impacts.

SLYTECH MULTI DN technology with ribs designed to boost
gate-clearing speed by limiting the contact surface and
minimizing energy absorption on impacts.

SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON features NOFRICTION PTFE
technology that drastically reduces friction between the gate
and the guard. The embedded TeflonR (PTFE) in the blend
lubricates the impact with the gate and boosts speed.

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Anatomical shape
+ Slygrip foam
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NOFRICTION PTFE

SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON features NOFRICTION PTFE
technology that drastically reduces friction between the gate
and the guard. The embedded TeflonR (PTFE) in the blend
lubricates the impact with the gate and boosts speed.

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Anatomical shape
+ Slygrip foam

NOFRICTION PTFE

SLYTECH SHIELD CARBON features NOFRICTION PTFE
technology that drastically reduces friction between the gate
and the guard. The embedded TeflonR (PTFE) in the blend
lubricates the impact with the gate and boosts speed.

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Anatomical shape
+ Slygrip foam

+ Evopro Deflect Tech:
designed to offer earlier
impact with the gate

GUARDS
ARM GUARDS (S)

ARM GUARDS (M)

ARM GUARDS (L)

++SIZE: S
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH SHIELD
++LENGHT: 25 cm / 9.8 In

++SIZE: M
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH SHIELD
++LENGHT: 27,5 cm / 10.8 In

++SIZE: L
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH SHIELD
++LENGHT: 30,5 cm / 12 In

code navy blue/rust: YSNFAGH11S
code white/black: YSNFAGH12S

code navy blue/rust: YSNFAGH11STD
code white/black: YSNFAGH12STD

code navy blue/rust: YSNFAGH11XTD
code white/black: YSNFAGH12XTD

SLYTECH SHIELD is SLYTECH engineered material made with
the most advanced technopolymers making it extremely
stable and durable, both at low and warm temperatures.

SLYTECH SHIELD is SLYTECH engineered material made with
the most advanced technopolymers making it extremely
stable and durable, both at low and warm temperatures.

SLYTECH SHIELD is SLYTECH engineered material made with
the most advanced technopolymers making it extremely
stable and durable, both at low and warm temperatures.

SLYTECH MULTI DN technology with ribs designed to boost
gate-clearing speed by limiting the contact surface and
minimizing energy absorption on impacts.

SLYTECH MULTI DN technology with ribs designed to boost
gate-clearing speed by limiting the contact surface and
minimizing energy absorption on impacts.

SLYTECH MULTI DN technology with ribs designed to boost
gate-clearing speed by limiting the contact surface and
minimizing energy absorption on impacts.

READY-ON STRAPS provide an effective tighten/release
system that allows for fast on-off and race-ready fitting.

READY-ON STRAPS provide an effective tighten/release
system that allows for fast on-off and race-ready fitting.

READY-ON STRAPS provide an effective tighten/release
system that allows for fast on-off and race-ready fitting.

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Anatomical shape
+ Glide

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Anatomical shape
+ Glide

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Anatomical shape
+ Glide
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GUARDS
SHIN GUARDS (M)

SHIN GUARDS (L)

SHIN GUARDS (PRO)

++SIZE: M
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH SHIELD
++LENGHT: 38 cm / 15 In

++SIZE: L
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH SHIELD
++LENGHT: 42 cm / 16.5 In

SIZE: PRO
MATERIAL: SLYTECH SHIELD

++LENGHT: 43 cm / 17 In

code navy blue/rust: YSNSHGH11STD
code white/black: YSNSHGH12STD

code navy blue/rust: YSNSHGH11XTD
code white/black: YSNSHGH12XTD

code navy blue/rust: YSNSHGH11PRO
code white/black: YSNSHGH12PRO

SLYTECH SHIELD is SLYTECH engineered material made with
the most advanced technopolymers making it extremely
stable and durable, both at low and warm temperatures.

SLYTECH SHIELD is SLYTECH engineered material made with
the most advanced technopolymers making it extremely
stable and durable, both at low and warm temperatures.

SLYTECH SHIELD is SLYTECH engineered material made with
the most advanced technopolymers making it extremely
stable and durable, both at low and warm temperatures.

SLYTECH MULTI DN technology with ribs designed to boost
gate-clearing speed by limiting the contact surface and
minimizing energy absorption on impacts.

SLYTECH MULTI DN technology with ribs designed to boost
gate-clearing speed by limiting the contact surface and
minimizing energy absorption on impacts.

SLYTECH MULTI DN technology with ribs designed to boost
gate-clearing speed by limiting the contact surface and
minimizing energy absorption on impacts.
Designed to offer earlier impact with the gate and to redirect the gate away from the tip of the skis.

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Anatomical shape
+ Glide
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+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Anatomical shape
+ Glide

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Anatomical shape
+ Glide

GUARDS
SHIN GUARDS (S)

SHIN GUARDS MINI WHITE/PINK (S)

++SIZE: S
++MATERIAL: SLYTECH SHIELD
++LENGHT: 31 cm / 12.25 In

++SIZE: S
++MATERIAL:SLYTECH SHIELD
++LENGHT: 25 cm / 9.8 In

code navy blue/rust: YSNSHGH11S
code white/black: YSNSHGH12S
code white/neon pink: YSNSHGH14S

code white/neon pink: YSNFAGH14S

SLYTECH SHIELD is SLYTECH engineered material made with
the most advanced technopolymers making it extremely
stable and durable, both at low and warm temperatures.

SLYTECH SHIELD is SLYTECH engineered material made with
the most advanced technopolymers making it extremely
stable and durable, both at low and warm temperatures.

SLYTECH MULTI DN technology with ribs designed to boost
gate-clearing speed by limiting the contact surface and
minimizing energy absorption on impacts.

SLYTECH MULTI DN technology with ribs designed to boost
gate-clearing speed by limiting the contact surface and
minimizing energy absorption on impacts.
READY-ON STRAPS provide an effective tighten/release
system that allows for fast on-off and race-ready fitting.

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Anatomical shape
+ Glide

+ ALSO FEATURING:
+ Anatomical shape
+ Glide
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SLYTECH MINI LINE
BACK PROTECTOR ONE MINI

VEST ONE MINI

PROTECTIVE SHORTS NOSHOCK MINI

VEST FLEXI MINI

code: YNEBPJF

code: YNEVPJF

code: YNSSHMG

code: YXTVFMH

PROTECTIVE JACKET XT RACE
MINI

MITTENS FORTRESS MINI

SHIN GUARDS MINI (S)

SHIN GUARDS MINI WHITE/PINK (S)

code: YXTSPRH

code Wee midnight: YNEFMMH11
code Wee green: YNEFMMH12
code Wee pink: YNEFMMH13

code navy blue/rust: YSNSHGH11S
code white/black: YSNSHGH12S
code white/neon pink: YSNSHGH14S

code white/neon pink: YSNFAGH14S
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SLYTECH WOMEN’S LINE
VEST NOSHOCK WOMEN

BACK PROTECTOR FLEXI LITE WOMEN

code: YNSVSWF

code: YXTBFWH
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SLYTECH LINE OVERVIEW

327,5 mm
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AAS srl (Europe)
Viale Ancona, 26 - 30172 Venezia Mestre - Italy
+39 041 2517271

AAS Inc. (USA)
1260B Iron Horse Dr - Park City, UT 84060 - USA
+1 888-442-5668

www.shredoptics.com

www.slytechprotection.com

©2017 Anomaly Action Sports srl. Reproduction prohibited. All rights reserved. The images shown are only representations of some of the configurations available for the products. Availability may vary depending on region. To the fullest extent permitted by law, Anomaly
Action Sports does not make any warranties or representations regarding the use of the materials or content in this catalog in terms of their correctness, accuracy, adequacy, usefulness, reliability or otherwise.
All products designed and engineered to the highest quality by Anomaly Action Sports srl.
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